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Food safety: the unsolved issue…
No matter the increasing attention for healthy food and the
technology advancements in the food inspection, contamination
from foreign bodies (FBs) remains a regular occurrence

According to the European Commission in 2018 there were
136 notifications for FBs (+36% on 2017). The most
frequently notified type of FBs are shown in the graph

In most cases the notifications for contamination started from consumer complaints, which determined
the recall of the product from the supermarket shelf. The implications are relevant in terms of….
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Main critical issues of the product recall
Food industry is second only to the automotive industry in terms of money lost through product recalls.
Furthermore, FBs are more likely to cause a recall than all 3 major types of harmful bacteria
that cause food poisoning. In the event of a product recall, the direct costs have been estimated to be on
average around 10 USD/mln, in some cases can reach up to 100 USD/mln.

15% of consumers don’t buy again a product recalled         

21% don’t buy any product from the same brand
recalling a single tomato 

pulp jar results in the 
waste of 223 liters of water

In USA food contamination 
costs food producers                

+50 USD/bn each year

Product disposal waste, business interruption and customers reimbursement are the 3 largest cost drivers to
be managed. Nevertheless, the main losses are the costs resulting from the brand image damage
and even more the lost sales. For these two issues it can take years before reaching a total recovery.



…the solution: XSpectra® on the process line
A highly innovative inspection technology that can detect foreign bodies,                                                
and in particular low-density contaminants, all along the processing line
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A turnkey solution, easy to use thanks to AI and easy to be installed on existing lines



The most advanced food inspection detector

Photonics AI Algorithms

Nuclear 
Electronics

a solid state CdTe/CZT detector,
which converts photons into
electric signals. Compared to
existing detectors, it is able to
read very low energies (up to
5keV) whereas competition
starts from 25keV up. Many of
the low-density FBs are
identifiable below 15keV

The EYE
Advanced post-processing neural
machine learning algorithms that
analyse the energy levels to
determine the physical-chemical
nature of the contaminant.
Thanks to AI and behavioural
approach, the more data the
system receives the more is able to
predict new and more complex FBs

The SYNAPSE

a custom designed ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) & a 
nuclear-electronics DSP (Digital Signal Processing) platform that allow 

high-speed data processing, with innovative filters used in nuclear 
electronics for astrophysics applications 

The BRAIN



How XSpectra® works
The system analyses the energy levels of the x-ray. it compares the
energy absorbed by the product and the contaminant, if present.

In few milliseconds, it performs a chemical-physical analysis of each
product on the processing line, whether loose or packaged, to
identify contaminants currently undetectable

A prototype of inspection machine 
embedded with XSpectra®                    

at Xnext Lab



Why we are different

high-density contaminants only 
(inspection affected by packaging)

metal stone glass

Conventional Inspection Systems 
(metal detectors, UV, single/double energy x-ray)

(inspection NOT affected by packaging)
Low-density  “undetectable”

nuts insects plasticwood

XSpectra®

metal stone glass



what we detect and the others don't...

Conventional 
X-ray
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Wood splinter in 
olives in glass jar

Nitrile glove tip   
in choco bar

Rubber band      
in tomato can



what we detect and the others don't...

Conventional X-ray

Carapace fragment in filled pasta

Conventional 
X-ray

Pit and EPDM gasket 
fragment in             

sandwich bread



A sector cross-cutting technology

And in the next future…

Food Safety
Foreign bodies and 
defects detection

Pharma Inspection
Foreign bodies and 
defects detection

Waste recycling
The most efficient 

material separation

NDT-material integrity
Defects detection in welding, 
piping, structure verification

Baggage Security Controls: explosives and precursor direct detection
Medical diagnostic: dose reduction and image quality improvement

Thanks to the high versatility and the material characterization capability, XSpectra® can find 
application in several fields



A team with a strong motivation

Bruno
CEO & Founding Partner

Pietro
R&D & Founding Partner

Michele
COO & Partner

Massimo
CFO & Partner

25 Professionals (including 8 PhD)

Product design 
& engineering

SW & AI 
developers

Data Scientists

55 9



Awards & Prizes
2020 - Entrepreneurship Word Cup 2020 - Finalist Italy

2019 - Open Innovative PMI Grant Thornton Award – Research & Technology 
- EU Grant agreement under Horizon 2020’s EIC SME Instrument
- WPP Innovator of the year

2017 - Italian ScaleUp Initiative in China - Best 2nd Startup
- Backtowork24 – Prize
- HBR Eccellenze d’Impresa“GEA” Prize
- Endeavor - Xnext chosen by high-impact entrepreneurship network
- H2020 SME Instruments Phase II - Seal of Excellence

2016 - Start Up Europe Awards
- European Venture Summit Düsseldorf - Best Start Up Clean Tech Award
- Alpine High Tech Venture Forum - Best Start Up Clean Tech Award
- Marzotto Prize - Special prizes Gala Lab and Ingdam Far East
- Bocconi Start Up Award - Start up of the year
- Unicredit Start Lab - Special mention

2015 - Italian Corporate Venture Forum in Turin - Best Award Presentation
- Invitation to tender Start Up Expo Prize

2014 - Invitation to tender FRIM Re-Start UP – Funding and prize

On March 2019 Xnext signed a 
Grant Agreement with the 

EASME, the Executive Agency of 
the European Commission for 

SMEs.
A panel of experts judged Xnext
as highly innovative and able to 
generate a disruptive impact on 

the market.

The Grant is awarded as co-
funding under Horizon 2020’s    

EIC SME Instrument



Xnext S.r.l.
Via Valtorta 48 - 20127 Milan – Italy

+39 02 4539 0524

info@x-next.com

www.x-next.com www.xspectra.eu
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